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The HFHI homepage is the most visited part of our Web site and 
consequently, one of the most desirable sections of the site.  Everyone 
would like the opportunity to feature their news, story or program.  
With limited space, however, there is not always room.  To help us 
accommodate everyone’s needs, the Web services department has 
established the following procedure, requirements and guidelines for 
content owners to follow while planning for homepage features.

Who can have a feature?

Any Habitat for Humanity International staff can request a feature, 
provided that the content is of general public interest.  Priority is 
given to urgent, time-sensitive content with a wide public appeal, 
but features that generally highlight a particular Habitat program are 
also featured as space allows.  Staff may also request features for 
emergency announcements.

Requirements

Submit a Communications Support Services request with CommJobs 
(http://insite.habitat.org/xpedio/groups/hfhi/documents/webpage/
commjobs.hcsp).  Web services recommends submitting a request at 
least two weeks prior to the event or announcement.

•  List a preferred feature size:  large, medium or small.  The feature 
size will ultimately be determined by Web services, based on the 
current feature schedule, but we will try to accommodate your 
preference.

•  For time-sensitive content, specify the feature dates and the reason 
for the deadline.  Please note that only top-priority features such as 
the Carter Work Project or year-end donations are featured for more 
than two weeks at a time.

•  Supply Web services with a photo or graphic and blurb and indicate 
what Web page to link to.  Photos do not need to be re-sized; Web 
services will complete that.

Preparing for a homepage feature

•  The section of the site that the feature links to should be updated to 
reflect the special event that is being featured.  Ideally, the entire site 
section should be up-to-date.  The content owner can work with the 
Web services department in advance to get the section ready.

Policies and Other Guidelines

•  When there are overlapping requests for time-sensitive features, 
Web services can offer a “stepped rotation,” in which a feature could 
begin as a large feature and rotate to a medium, then small feature 
as necessary.

Feature types
 
1- Large - the homepage can have only one large feature at a time. 
  
 A- Graphic that is 273W x 172H pixels
 B- Headline that is no more than 40 characters long
 C- Blurb that is at most 120 characters

2- Medium - the homepage can have only one medium feature at a time. 
  
 A- Graphic that is 171W x 113H pixels
 B- Headline and blurb that is no more than 224 characters long

3- Small - the homepage should have no more than five small features, 
though Web services can accommodate in cases of extreme emergency. 
 
 A- Graphic that is 78W x 63H pixels
 B- Headline that is no more than 45 characters long
 C- Blurb that is at most 150 characters
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